Terrier Tussle 6: February 8, 1997 Round 1: Questions by MIT MIT Bosstones
TOSSUPS
TOSSUP 1 She was TIME magazine's first Woman of the Year, but was she even eligible
for that distinction? A recent book by Michael Bloch claims she suffered from Androgen
Insensitivity Syndrome, meaning that she had male XY chromosomes yet looked female.
FTP, what American precipitated the abdication of King Edward the Eighth in 1936?
ANSWER: Bessie Wallis Warfield _SIMPSON_ (Accept: _ WARFIELD_or the
_DUCHESS_ of _ WINDSOR->
TOSSUP 2 He was born on a Canadian forces base in Germany on December 30, 1961.
Technically, that makes him a baby boomer, though he is best known for describing and
naming a group that followed. FTP name this author and coiner of the term _Generation
X_.
Answer: Douglas _COUPLAND_
TOSSUP 3 It was first described and named in 1984 by Norman Rosenthal. Last month, a
conference devoted to it was held in Tromso [''TROM-suh''], Norway's most northerly
city, where the winter sun never rose above the horizon. This was an appropriate venue
because lack of sunlight is the main contributor to, FTP, what condition that causes
depression in winter?
Answer: _SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER_ or _SAD_
TOSSUP 4 Construction began in 1785, but because of intermittent warfare, it was not
completed until 34 years later. In 1996, a committee of architects examined 550 different
proposals for expansion but found them all to be inadequate. It contains Bosch's _Garden
of Earthly Delights_, Titian's _Bacchanal_, and its main attraction, Velazquez's _Las
Meninas_ ["men- EE-nass"]' FTP, Spain's most famous museum.
Answer: _PRADO_ Museum (or Museo

del_PRADO~

TOSSUP 5 Invented by Bastian Perrot of Calw ["kawlf'] at the Musical Academy of
Cologne, it initially used an abacus-like frame with wires corresponding to lines of the
musical staff. Mathematicians later used it, until loculator Basiliensis developed a language
for it to express all human thought. FTP name this activity, mastered by Joseph Knecht,
who becomes Magister Ludi in a Hermann Hesse novel.
Answer: the _GLASS BEAD GAME_

or das _GLASPERLENSPIEL_

TOSSUP 6 The audience sat in phalanxes under mock-medieval banners. One man called
himself Arthur Pendragon. Sir Bernard Ingham, press chief to Margaret Thatcher, likened
the debate to "a pub brawl." In a national phone poll, Brits voted 2-to-l in favor of
keeping a thousand-year institution that shared its name with, for 10 points, what television
special?
Answer: The _MONARCHY_ (Also Accept: 'The Monarchy: The Nation Decides")
TOSSUP 7 It Oliginated at the instigation of a German professor of languages in
Guanajuato {gwa-nuh-HUA-to}, Hellmuth Oskar Schleiter, who was a member of the

Nazi Party and a Gennan intelligence agent during World War I. The movement opposed
communism, liberalism, and the United States and supported Francisco Franco, Benito
Mussolini, and Adolf Hitler. FTP, name this Mexican fascist movement, with a Spanish
name meaning "without anarchy."

TOSSUP 8 In 1972 he was one of fourteen mercenaries involved in a failed attempt to
overthrow the govemment of Equatorial Guinea by kidnapping the president. He used this
experience as the basis for Cat Shannon, a mercenary who overthrows the government of
the fictional Mrican country of Zangaro in "The Dogs of War." FTP, what soldier of
fortune also authored "The Day of the Jackal"?
Answer: Frederick _FORSYTH_
TOSSUP 9 An average of 550 thousand people have moved here each year in the past
decade. In absolute numbers, that makes it, by far, the fastest growing city in Europe -- a
record which still holds even if you don't count the new arrivals moving to the suburbs of
Kadikoy ["KAW-duh-kooey"] and Uskudar ["OO-skoo-dar"]. FTP, what magnet for
Anatolian migrants has a metropolitan area that straddles two continents?
Answer: _1STANBUL_
[In case it isn't clear: Kadikoy and Uskudar are on the Asian side. The 550,000 figure is
for the whole metropolitan area.]
TOSSUP 10 The moral course in any given situation is that action which maximizes the
pleasure and minimizes the pain produced by any actions. This is NOT logically equivalent
to "the greatest good for the greatest number," a phrase Jeremy Bentham coined late in life
when he mistrusted govemment. It IS, however, FTP, what theory of morality?
ANSWER: Act _UTILITARIANISM_ or _HEDONISTIC_ Act _UTILITARIANISM_
(Prompt on "Bentham" at any point, but do NOT accept "John Stuart Mill")
TOSSUP 11 In 1572 he observed a nova in Cassiopeia (cass ee oh PAY ah), and four
years later established a large observatory known as Uraniborg. At the tender age of
nineteen, he lost his nose in a midnight duel, and wore a metal nose for the rest of his life.
FTP, who was this record tabulator whose face graces the Quiz Bowl Archive WWW
page?
Answer: Tyge (or Tycho) _BRAHE_ or _TYCHO_
TOSSUP 12 George Lyon was the first and, thus far, only person to win an Olympic gold
medal in this SPOlt, an official event in 1904 in St. Louis. In 1996, U.S. Olympic reporters
named it the SpOlt they would most like to see added to the Summer Olympics. FfP, what
SpOlt originated in the same country as the new Olympic winter sport of curling?
Answer: _GOLF_ [Golf and curling both originated in Scotland.]
TOSSUP 13 Beginning in 1448, the province of Hum was ruled by the dukes of St. Sava,
whose Hungarian title evolved into this region's modem name. The Ottoman Empire
conquered it in 1482, but Austria-Hungary occupied it in 1878. FTP, what currently
disputed Balkan region has its historical capital at Mostar ["MOE-star"]?

Answer: _HERZEGOVINA_ or _HERCEGOVINA_ (the Hungarian title is "herceg")
[Do NOT accept "Bosnia" or anything else hyphenated]
TOSSUP 14 The melody of this work earned a 5.05 on George Birkhoffs strict
mathematical formula rating music, the highest rating awarded in the book "Aesthetic
Measure." The first symphony to include parts for the human voice, it was so well
received at its 1824 premiere that the composer had to be turned around to see the applause.
FTP, name this Beethoven composition.
Answer: _BEETHOVEN_'s symphony number _9_ in D minor
symphony
or _AN DIE FREUDE_ ["on dee FROY -duh"]

or_CHORAL_
or _ODE TO JOY_

TOSSUP 15 It cUlTently owns Universal Pay Television, MCA TV, and half of the USA
network. Up to 1996, it never advettised its products on these or similar outlets, following
a voluntary ban. That changed in 1996 when, for 10 points, what Canadian distiller
attempted to run broadcast media ads for its liquor products?
Answer: Joseph E. _SEAGRAM_ and Sons
TOSSUP 16 The last Incan king, he was beheaded by the Spanish in 1572. Two hundred
years later his name was adopted by a descendant who led the last general Peruvian Indian
rebellion against Spain. FTP, what two patt name also has been borne by a rapper who
changed his stage name to Makaveli and a rebel group of Peruvian socialists?
Answer: _TUPAC AMARU_ (prompt on Tupac or Topa)
TOSSUP 17 The Oligin of this term can be traced to a 1954 article by Sylvia Wright in the
_Atlantic Monthly_. In a folk ballad with the lines, "They had slain the Earl of Moray / and
laid him on the green", Wright wrote that she had long mis-heard the last 5 words as, FfP,
"Lady" what?
Answer: _MONDEGREEN_
TOSSUP 18 "His limits: Knowledge of Literature, Philosophy and Astronomy - nil.
Politics - feeble. Botany - vatiable. Geology - practical, but limited. Chemistryprofound. Anatomy - accurate, but unsystematic. Sensational literature - immense. Plays
the violin well." FTP, what fictional detective is being described by this list, compiled by
Dr. James Watson?
Answer: Sherlock _HOLMES_
TOSSUP 19 This country's lowest elevation is along the Caledon river at 4530 feet -- the
highest lowest point of any independent nation in the world. It's also the only country
besides San Matino and the Vatican that is completely surrounded by one other country.
FTP name this kingdom in southern Africa.
Answer: _LESOTHO_ ["leh-SOO-too"]
[If anyone says "leh-SOH-thoh", accept their answer but correct their pronunciation.]

TOSSUP 20 TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED. On October 19, 1996, they appeared to have
been abducted by a New York City cab driver, but two days later they were returned
unhat·med to their keeper, Nick Park. FfP name these two 9-inch plasticene figures whose
films have won two Academy Awards, for "A Close Shave" and ''The Wrong Trousers."

Answers: _ W ALLACE_ and _GROMMIT_
TOSSUP 21 Associated with the University of Kazan, he demonstrated that by
disregarding the Fifth Axiom, one can construct a non-Euclidean geometry. FTP, whom
did a Tom Lehrer song lyric call the "greatest mathematician ever to get chalk on his coat"?
Answer: Nikolai _LOBACHEVSKY_
TOSSUP 22 He may be the fastest-serving, hardest-hitting player in professional tennis. At
19 years of age, he was the youngest player in the ATP top 50 at the end of 1995. He
switched to the Dunlop Revelation Superlong and subsequently reached the quarterfmals of
the U.S. Open. FTP, name this Melbourne native.
Answer: Mark _PHILLIPOUSSIS_ (fill-ip-POO-sis)
TOSSUP 23 Those who answered his ad thought they were being recruited for a study of
memory and learning at Yale. These subjects were asked to administer increasing electric
shocks to a "victim." In reality, there were no shocks, and what was being tested was the
subjects' willingness to follow orders. FTP, who performed this "Behavioral Study of
Obedience" in 1963?
Answer: Stanley _MILGRAM_
TOSSUP 24 The capital city of Corellia in Star Wars, the capital of a column in
architecture, the lowest part of the pastern of a horse, the ring of bone at the base of a
deer's antler, a type of moth, a crown worn by nobility, a wreath of flowers, or a cone
shaped object. For ten points, give this seven letter word, from a French diminutive of the
word for "crown."
Answer: _CORONET_
TOSSUP 25 Although Muhammed banned prostitution, he also created a sort of
replacement for it. Though banned by Sunnis, the practice persists to this day among
Shi'ites in Iran. FTP, name the Islamic term for a temporary marriage for a negotiated time
pedod at a negotiated price.
ANSWER: _MUTAH_ [pronounced MOO-tab]
TOSSUP 26 He was the third president of the American Political Science Association, he
attended Pdnceton University and wrote a doctoral dissertation entitled Congressional
Government. He became president of Pdnceton in 1902 and governor of New Jersey in
1911. For ten points, name this supporter of the League of Nations.
Answer: Woodrow _WILSON_
TOSSUP 27 This book is written in 21 chapters, symbolizing the main character's growth
to adulthood. The U.S. publisher W.W. NOlton omitted the anticlimactic final chapter, so
instead of ending with thoughts of marriage, child-rearing "and all that cal", the Amedcan
version of this 1962 book ends ominously with "I was cured all right" -- as does the 1971
movie based on it. FTP name this novel about Alex and his droogs.
Answer: A _CLOCKWORK ORANGE_
Burgess Wilson)

by Anthony Burgess (John Anthony

TOSSUP 28 According to Ogden Nash, this creature "lives across the seas, Among the far
Antipodes. He may exist on nuts and berries, Or then again, on missionaries." In "Magic:
the Gathering", it is a green creature that is "rabid" and gains power from every
enchantment cast on it. FTP, what is this Australian marsupial that resembles a woodchuck
and should never be engaged "in any fOlm of mortal combat"?
Answer: _WOMBAT_
TOSSUP 29 Kengo wa Dondo is half European and half Tutsi, so it is astonishing that for
the past two and a half years he has been pIime minister of a country whose people have
violent antipathy to both of these ethnic groups. For 10 points name this nation now
stlUggling with a Tutsi separatist movement near its borders with Rwanda and BUlUndi.

TOSSUP 30 Congratulate your moderator for getting to the last tossup of the pack, but
could the fIrst tossup really have come less than sixteen minutes ago? FAQTP, what was
its correct answer?
Answer: Bessie Wallis WarfIeld _SIMPSON_ (Accept: _ W ARFIELD_ or the
_DUCHESS_ of _ WINDSOR_)

Terrier Tussle 6: February 8, 1997 Round 1: Questions by MIT MIT Bosstones BONUS
BONUS 1 <30 points> [Hand out page with two pictures. STOP CLOCK IF
NECESSARY] You've been handed pictures of two sculptures at Or San Michele ["meeKAY-lay"] in Florence.
1. <10 points> FTP name the sculptor.

Answer: _DONATELLO_ (or Donato di Nicolo di _BETTO_ Bardi)
2. <20 points> FTP each name the two saints depicted.
Answers: St. _GEORGE_ (or San _GIORGIO_)
_MARCO-l
BONUS 2 <30 points> Given the paItiallist, identify the scientist for whom it is named,
FTPE.
1. <10 points> Talc, gypsum, calcite, fluorite, apatite, orthoclase, topaz, corundum,
diamond. ANSWER: Friedric _MOH_ (Moh's hardness scale)
2. <10 points> Olivine, pyroxene, amphibole, biotite, feldspar, muscovite. ANSWER:
Norman _BOWEN_ (Bowen's reaction series for fractional crystalization)
3. <10 points> The seventh item is the same on Moh's scale and on Bowen's series, and
was just omitted from both. FTP,nameit ANSWER: _QUARTZ_
BONUS 3 <30 points> The Austro-Hungarian Dual Monarchy came into existence 130
years ago today. 1. <10 points> FfP, the constitutional agreement signed on February 8,
1867, is commonly known by what German word meaning "compromise"?
Answer: der _AUSGLEICH_ ["OWSE-glike"]
2. <20 points> FTP each, name the Austrian emperor who also became King of Hungary
due to the Ausgleich; AND the chief Hungarian negotiator and author of the Ausgleich,
whose name has been given to the squaI'e where Budapest's three subway lines intersect.
Answers: Kaiser _FRANZ JOSEPH_ (or _FRANCIS JOSEPH_)
_DEAK_ ["FEHR-ents DAY-ack"] (or _DEAK_Ferenc)

and Ferenc

BONUS 4 <30 points> FI5PE, conjoin these similar philosophers with annoying
entertainment figures. 1. <15 points> An MTV political reporter, and a melancholy Danish
Lutheran.
Answer: _TABITHA SOREN KIERKEGAARD_
2. <15 points> A French Existentialist best known for his distinction between a "problem"
and a "mystery," and a fellow Frenchman whose biggest problem is escaping his invisible
box.
Answer: _GABRIEL MARCEL MARCEAU_
BONUS 5 <30 points> It began public hearings in March 1996, and its task is to
investigate human rights violations on both sides of the apartheid fight 1. <20 points> For

10 points each give the name of this 17-member committee in South Mrica and its
chairman.
Answers: the _TRUTH_ and Reconciliation _COMMISSION_
Desmond _TUTU_

Archbishop

2. <10 points> The Truth Commission was petitioned in January by 5 men who were
looking for amnesty in the 1977 death of, for 10 points, what civil rights leader?
Answer: Steven _BIKO_
BONUS 6 <30 points> For 15 points each, who wrote these "Life" works? 1. <15 points>
The Life of Samuel Johnson, L.L.D. Answer: James _BOSWELL_
2. <15 points> The Life of Galileo Answer: Bertolt _BRECHT_
BONUS 7 <30 points> In November, 1996, an American magazine had a fawning cover
ruticle written about "Hollywood's next dream girl" -- a made-up actress who did not
actually exist

1. <10 points> For 10 points, what magazine published this story written by Martha
Shenill?
Answer: _ESQUIRE_
2. <20 points> For 10 points each for first and last name, name the phony actress for
whose pictures model Ali Larter posed.

BONUS 8 <30 points> Identify these animals which belonged to the movers and shakers
of ancient history for ten points apiece. 1. <10 points> Alexander the Great named a city in
Asia after this beloved horse.
Answer: _BUCEPHALUS_
2. <10 points> Caligula did dress up this horse in a senatorial toga, but did not make it
consul.
Answer: _INCITATUS_
3. <10 points> Mter Hannibal crossed the Alps in 218 BC during the Second Punic War,
only this elephant remained alive to carry on fighting in Italy with the Carthaginian army.
Answer: _HABULABASAN_
BONUS 9 <30 points> For 10 points each give these legal terms from their definitions in
the 'Lectric Law Library's dictionary. They all have two syllables and begin with the same
letter.

1. <10 points> The limits of the body useful in self-defence.
Answer: _MEMBER_s

2. <10 points> The act of unlawfully and violently depriving another of the use of such of
his members as may render him less able in fighting either to defend himself or annoy his
adversary.
Answer: _MA YHEM_
3. <10 points> Where a greater and lesser thing meet, and the latter loses its separate
existence and sinks into the former.
Answer: _MERGER_
BONUS 10 <30 points> Answer the following about the French mathematician Henri
Poincare ["pwa-ca-RA Y"] FTPE.
1. <10 points> Even though he only submitted a partially correct answer, Poincare was
declared the winner of a contest held by King Oscar IT of Sweden to solve what famous
problem, the simplest example of which would involve calculating the movements of the
Sun, Moon, and Earth? ANSWER: the _N-BODY_ problem (prompt on "three body")
2. <10 points> In a 1906 paper on the dynamics of the electron, he independently obtained
many of the results predicted by which creation of Albert Einstein? ANSWER: _SPECIAL
RELATIVITY_ (prompt on "relativity")
3. <10 points> Henri Poincare was also the first cousin of which president of the French
Republic dUling World War I? ANSWER: _RAYMOND POINCARE_
BONUS 11 <30 points> Even undemocratic countries usually test their nuclear weapons in
sparsely populated areas. For 10 points each: 1. <10 points> China still tests its nuclear
weapons at Lop Nor in what "autonomous region" north of Tibet?

2. <10 points> The main nuclear testing site for the Soviet Union was at Semipalatinsk in
which republic?
Answer: _KAZAKHSTAN_
3. <10 points> In 1974, India detonated its first nuclear weapon in the Great Indian Desert,
in which state with a name meaning "land of kings"?
Answer: _RAJASTHAN_
BONUS 12 <30 Points> Identify the Shakespearean play, 30-20-10. <3D-point clue>
Lines from a BBC broadcast of this play can be heard near the end of the Beatles' "I Am
the Wah·us."
<20-point clue> Some of the lines included by John Lennon are "I know thee well: a
serviceable villain, as duteous to the vices of thy mistress as badness would desire."
<lO-point clue> These lines are spoken to Oswald the Steward by Edgar.
Answer: _KING LEAR_

BONUS 13 <30 points> "If I could by magic restore to every child who lacks a father or a
mother, that father or that mother, I would. And though I cannot, I would never tum my
back on them." 1. <10 points> For 10 points, who said this in a speech on August 15,
1996?
Answer: Robert _DOLE_
2. <20 points> For 10 points each, name Bob Dole's wife AND their teenaged daughter
whom he left in 1970, announcing, "I want out."
Answers: _PHYLLIS_ Holden Dole (or Phyllis _MACEY->
BONUS 14 <30 points> Their 3-letter abbreviations are almost identical, but they have
diametrically opposed views on freedom and privacy. For 15 points each, name the supersecret U.S. government division founded in 1952 and based in Fort Meade, Maryland, and
the cryptography firm founded in 1986 by three computer scientists who all worked at MIT
in the 1970s.
Answers: _N_ational_S_ecurity _A~ency
and _RSA_ Data Security Inc.
(Founded by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Len Adleman)
BONUS 15 <30 points> On February 13, 1692, a treacherous massacre of 37 people
OCCUlTed in the Scottish Highlands following an order by King William ill to punish a chief
who was unable to swear his oath of allegiance by January 1.

1. <10 points> For 10 points, in what valley did this massacre occur?
Answer: _GLENCOE_
2. <20 points> The victim clan has the most common surname in Scotland. The clan whose
members orchestrated the massacre has had its.name taken by random bad guys in
Highland folk tales ever since. FTPE, give the two surnames.
Answer: _MACDONALD_ and _CAMPBELL_
BONUS 16 <30 points> [Hand out page with picture. STOP CLOCK IF NECESSARY]
You've been handed a photocopy of a painting in Boston's Museum of Fine Art.

1. <5 points> F5P, who painted it?
Answer: John Singleton _COPLEY_
2. <10 points> FlOP, in what city's harbor is the scene set?
Answer: _HAVANA_
3. <15 points> FI5P, name the boy depicted in the water.
Answer: Brook _ W ATSON_
BONUS 17 <30 points> Ohio, Iowa and Utah each have no more than four different letters
in their names. Seven other US states have this property. Name any six of them for five
points each.

Answers: _ALABAMA_, _ALASKA_, _HAW AlC, _INDIANA_, _KANSAS_,
_MISSISSIPPC, _TENNESSEE_
BONUS 18 <30 points> Mter 28 years of legal trouble, the "Rolling Stones' Rock and
Roll Circus" was finally released to the public last year. The extravaganza features the only
appearance of "The Dirty Mac", a quartet fronted by the Beatles' John Lennon. FTP each
identify the other 3 members of "The Ditty Mac".
Answers: E11C _CLAPTON_ (lead guitar)
_MITCHELL_ (dmms)

Keith _RICHARDS_ (bass)

Mitch

BONUS 19 <30 points> 1. <15 points> It consists of two small masses supported at
opposite ends of a beam, which is suspended from a wire that twists because the masses
are affected differently by the force of gravity. For 15 points, what is this object used to
measure gravitational acceleration?
Answer: _ TORSION_ Balance
2. <15 points> Now for 15 points, name the Hungarian scientist after whom the University
of Budapest was renamed in 1950, who used the torsion balance in 1902 to prove that
inertial mass and gravitational mass are equivalent.
Answer: Lorant Roland Baron von _EO:TVO:S_ ["UHT-vuhsh"]
BONUS 20 <30 points> Name these fellow travelers for 15 points each. 1. <15 points>
The founder of the Communist Patty in the United States, he communicated with Moscow
regularly.
ANSWER: John _REED_
2. <15 points> This petroleum executive, entrepreneur, and art collector laundered money
for the Soviet Union in the United States.
ANSWER: Armand _HAMMER_
BONUS 21 <30 points> The 1996 Grey Cup was held on November 24, 1996. For 10
points each:
1. <10 points> In what city's Ivor Wynne Stadium did the game take place?

Answer: _HAMILTON_, Ontario
2. Name both the winning team and its qualterback, a former Boston College star who
was named CFL MVP for the 5th time in 1996.
Answers: Toronto _ARGONAUTS_
Doug _FLUTIE_
BONUS 22 <30 Points> Identify the Playwright from his works, 30-20-10. <30-point
clue> _' dentity Crisis_, _Titanic_ <20-point clue> _The Nature and Purpose of the
Universe_, _Death Comes to Us All, Mary Agnes_ <lO-point clue> _The Actor's
Nightmare_, _Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It All for You_

ANSWER: Christopher _DURANG_
BONUS 23 <30 points> Answer these questions about recent unrest in Serbia for ten
points apiece. 1. <10 points> The protests have been organized by what pro-democracy
movement whose name means "Together"?
Answer: _ZAJEDNO_ ["zah-YED-no"]
2. <10 points> After weeks of protests, election results were restored in what second
largest city of Serbia?
Answer:

_NIS_ ["neesh"]

3. <10 points> Two weeks ago, a solemn anti-government procession of 200,000 people
was led by what octogenarian leader of the Serbian Orthodox Church?
Answer: Patriarch _PAVLE_ ["PAV-lay"]
BONUS 24 <30 points> Identify the composer given the musicals, 30-20-10: 1. <30-point
clue> Flower Drum Song 2. <20-point clue> Do I Hear a Waltz? 3. <lO-point clue>
Oklahoma!
ANSWER: Richard _RODGERS_ (Many of these did NOT involve lyricist Oscar
Hammerstein II)
BONUS 25 <30 points> Name the authors of these essays on economics for 15 points
each. 1. <15 points> An Essay on the Influence of a Low Price of Com on the Profits of
Stock, 1815.
Answer: David _RICARDO_
2. <15 points> An Essay on Money and Bullion, 1718.
Answer: Thomas _JOPLIN_
BONUS 26 <30 points> The paper "Hot Big Bang" appeared in the _Physical Review_ on
April 1, 1948. Hans Bethe ["BAY-tuh"] was listed as a co-author "in absentia"; 1. <20
points> FfPE, who were the two real authors of this influential article?
ANSWERS: Ralph _ALPHER_

George _GAMOW_ ["GAM-off']

[Get it? "Alpher, Bethe, Gamow"]
2. <10 points> Now FTP identify the continually befuddled character created by Gamow to
help introduce difficult subjects such as relativity to nonspecialists, who first appeared in
1936 "in Wonderland".
Answer: Mr. _ TOMPKINS_
BONUS 27 <30 points> Residing in England since 1296, it returned to Scotland last
November. 1. <5 points> Traditionally used in the coronation of royalty, for 5 points name
this object
Answer: _STONE OF SCONE_ or _STONE OF DESTINY_

2. <15 points> It re-entered Scotland at the same town from which it crossed into England.
For 15 points, name this town on the River Tweed.
Answer: _COLDS1REAM_
3. <10 points> The stone was formally returned to Scotland on November 30, the festival
of, for 10 points, what patron saint of Scotland?
Answer: _ANDREW_
BONUS 28 <30 points> Answer the following questions about the 1966 movie "Blow-up"
FTPeach.

1. <10 points> "Blow-up" was the first full-length English-language film by what Italian
movie director who also directed "The Passenger" and "Zabriskie Point"?
Answer: Michelangelo _ANTONIONC
2. <10 points> The musical score to "Blow-up" was composed and performed by what
jazz pianist who also tickled the ivories for Miles Davis' quintet?
Answer: Herbie _HANCOCK_
3. <10 points> "Blow-up" also featured an appearance by what classic British rock group
performing "Stroll On", a reworded version of their earlier hit "The Train Kept A-Rollin"?
Answer: The _ YARDBIRDS_
BONUS 25 <30 Points> For 10 points each, conjoin the titles of:

1. <10 points> A Ray Bradbury novel with a Sherwood Anderson novel.
Answer: _DANDELION WINESBURG, OHIO_
2. <10 points> A Shakespeare play set in Navarre with a James Hilton novel set in Tibet.
Answer: _LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST HORIZON_
3. <10 points> An Ayn Rand novel with a sitcom set at Fillmore High School.
Answer: the _FOUNTAINHEAD OF THE CLASS_

